
Don’t Put Up with Microsoft Word’s
Infuriating Habits: Just Tell It to Stop!

It’s famously said that you can’t please all of the people all of
the time, and that’s certainly true of Microsoft Word. It tries
its best to be helpful, but for many of us – at least some of
the time – it’s utterly exasperating! In this article, I’ll run
through all the most common gripes about Word and show
you how to make it more of a pleasure to use – or, at least, to
make it displease you less of the time!
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This article shows you how to:

� Prevent Word from changing what you’ve typed

� Get your documents written more quickly and easily

� Customise Word’s options to suit the way you work
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Faster Start: Avoid Wasting Time at the 
Start Screen
When you start Microsoft Word 2010, you arrive at a blank
A4 page and you can immediately start typing a new
document. In Word 2016 and 2013, an extra step has been
inserted: the first thing you see is the ‘Start screen’.

It’s supposed to be helpful, of course: it shows a list of
recently-used documents you may want to reopen, along with
a variety of templates you might want to use as the basis for
a new document. But perhaps you usually ignore all that and
click on Blank document to start work with a blank page?

If so, that Start screen isn’t adding anything useful – it’s just
slowing you down! If you’d prefer to skip past it and get
straight to that blank page as soon as Word starts, here’s
what to do:

The Start screen
appears in Word
2016 and 2013

Never use it? 
Get rid of it!

Tell Word to skip
the Start screen

1.  If Word isn’t currently running, start it up and then
(one last time!) click on Blank document when the
Start screen appears.

2.  Click the File tab at the far-left of the Ribbon and
choose Options at the bottom of the panel that opens.

3.  In the ‘Start up options’ section of the Options dialog,
remove the tick beside Show the Start screen when
this application starts.

4.  Click OK to confirm this change and close the
Options dialog.

:
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From now onwards, each time you start Word you’ll arrive
at a blank A4 document, ready to start typing. If you
actually wanted to reopen a recently-used document or use
a template, click the File tab. You’ll then see your list of
recent documents straight away, and you can click New in
the left-hand panel to choose from the list of templates.

Of course, if you ever decide you really do miss the Start
screen after all, you can repeat the steps above and replace
the tick you removed in step 3.

Use Quick Shortcuts to Open and Save Files
While we’re on the subject of Word 2016 and 2013, here’s
another way in which these two most-recent versions slow
you down.

When you want to open another document, it’s not enough
just to choose File > Open or press + : that just
takes you to something called the ‘Backstage’ where you
then have to click Browse (or Computer and then Browse
in Word 2013) before you see the familiar dialog that lets
you pick a file.

Saving a new, as-yet-unnamed file is a similar palaver: after
choosing File > Save as or pressing + , you again
have to click Browse (or Computer then Browse) before you
can choose where to save it and what to name it.

If you find all this an annoying waste of time and effort,
there are two possible solutions. The first involves rem-
embering a pair of new key combinations: 

•     To save and name a new file, press the key and
you’ll immediately see the Save As dialog.

•     To open a file, press + and the Open dialog
will appear.

Ctrl O

Ctrl S

F12

Ctrl F12
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See a blank
white document
straight away

Saving and
opening files has
become more
complicated

Try these 
simple key
combinations 
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Perhaps, though, the familiar + and +
are so ingrained that you’d rather not use something
different? In that case, a little tweak to Word’s settings will
allow you to bypass the ‘Backstage’ and see the Open or
Save As dialog right away:

Ctrl O Ctrl S

Get Started with Your Favourite Font
Straight Away
Whenever you start work on a new blank document, you
probably find you’re using a font named Times New Roman
at size 10, or Calibri at size 11. If you’re not keen on that
font, or you want your text to be a different size, your first
job is to set that up on the Ribbon’s Home tab.

Or bypass that
‘Backstage’
screen

Tired of selecting
a font?

1.  With any document open in front of you (even a
blank one) so that you can see Word’s Ribbon, click
the File tab at the far left, and then click Options.

2.  At the left of the Options dialog, click on Save .

3.  In the middle of the ‘Save documents’ section, tick
the box beside Don’t show the Backstage when
opening or saving files .

4.  Click OK and from now on you’ll see the Save As dialog
when you press + to save a new file, and
the Open dialog whenever you press .  

1

2

Ctrl S

:

+ Ctrl O

1

2
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Save yourself the need to do that every time. Instead, choose
your preferred ‘default font’ and that will be set up for you
automatically every time you start work on a new
document. Here’s how:

Tell Word to 
use the font 
you prefer

Choose your
favourite font
and text size

1.  If Word isn’t currently running, start it up (and, if
you don’t automatically arrive at a new blank
document, click on Blank document).

    If Word is running, close the document you’re
working on (by pressing + ) and then create
a new blank document by pressing   .

2.  Press + to open the Font dialog.

3.  Then pick your favourite font from the Font list
. Below Size either click your preferred size

in the list or type a number (such as 12) into the box
above it. (Unless you’re sure you always want to type
in italics or bold, make sure the Regular item is
selected in the Font style box .)3

21

Ctrl D

Ctrl W

:

+ Ctrl N

1

2

3

4
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Distracted by
this ‘Mini
Toolbar’?

Stop it
appearing!

Set this as your
‘default’ font

Word uses this
font for all new
documents

From now onwards, whenever you start work on a new,
blank document, the font and size you’ve just chosen will
be selected for you automatically and you can simply start
typing. (Of course, if you ever wish you’d chosen a different
font and/or a different size, you can repeat the steps above
and make whatever changes you like.)

Stop the Irritating ‘Mini Toolbar’ 
Popping Up!
As soon as you select some text in Word – anything from a
single character to the entire document – you see the so-called
Mini Toolbar pictured below. It pops up just above the text
you’ve selected, with the intention of putting some of the
Ribbon’s most-used buttons and options closer to your mouse. 

In doing so, of course, it also covers some of your text and
that can be inconvenient. More fundamentally, many of us
have an automatic dislike of things that pop into view
suddenly while we’re working!

If you’re not keen on this Mini Toolbar, here’s how to stop
it appearing:

4.  At the bottom of the dialog, click the Set As Default
button . In the little dialog that appears, choose
All documents based on the Normal.dotm template?
and click OK.

4
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I’ve Just Typed EVERYTHING IN CAPITALS!
It’s something we all do once in a while: after a feverish
bout of typing, we look up at the screen and discover that
we’ve hit the Caps Lock key at some point. Most of what
we’ve typed has come out in capitals (apart from when we
used the Shift key to type an intentional capital and thus
got a small letter instead).

Admittedly, we can’t really blame this one on Word; it’s our
own mistake. But do you have to delete all that capitalised
text and retype it properly?

Not at all, there’s an easy fix. Start by highlighting the all-
caps text. When you’ve done that, click the Change Case
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Accidentally
tapped the Caps
Lock key?

The quick way to
put your text
right again

1.  With any Word document open in front of you (so
that you can see the Ribbon), click the File tab and
choose Options.

2.  In the Options dialog, below the ‘User Interface
options’ heading at the top, remove the tick beside
Show Mini Toolbar on selection.

3.  Click OK and this little toolbar will bother you far
less in future. (In some versions of Word, it does still
pop open in some circumstances, but it shouldn’t be
the annoyance it once was.)

:
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button       in the ‘Font’ group of the Ribbon’s Home tab and
choose the odd-looking tOGGLE cASE item . As easily
as that, all the capitals you’d typed are converted to
lowercase letters, and any letters that came out in lowercase
due to using the Shift key (at the beginnings of sentences,
for instance) are switched to uppercase.

2
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Word makes
automatic
adjustments to
what you’ve
typed

In theory at least, Word should notice when you’ve
accidentally pressed Caps Lock and put things right for
you, converting those unintended capitals automati-
cally and switching off Caps Lock. In practice it seems
a little hit-and-miss, but it’s worth making sure you
have this option switched on: follow steps 1, 2, 3 and 5
on page 10 and make sure there’s a tick beside Correct
accidental usage of cAPS LOCK key, then click OK in
the two dialogs that opened along the way.

Prevent Automatic Changes to Text 
You’re Typing
If there’s one thing about Word that irritates all of us from
time to time, this is it. You type a few characters or a whole
word, then you type a space or a punctuation symbol, or
you press Enter to start a new paragraph, and Word makes
some sort of adjustment to what you just typed.

1

1

2
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There’s a whole host of changes Word might make. To give
you a few familiar examples:

•     If you start a sentence with a small letter, Word changes
it to a capital.

•     If you type an email or web address, Word colours it
blue and underlines it.

•     If you start a paragraph by typing 1. or a) or something
similar, Word decides you’re making a numbered list
and indents the paragraph some distance from the left
margin.

•     Type (c) and Word will change it to a copyright sign,
©. Type teh and it changes to the.

•     If you type 1st, 2nd or 3rd, Word converts the ordinals
to superscript: 1st, 2nd and 3rd. 

It’s possible that you appreciate all these automatic changes
and that’s fine – after all, they’re intended to be helpful.
More likely, though, you appreciate them in some situations
but in others they annoy you. For those odd occasions
there’s a simple solution: press + as soon as Word
makes the unwanted change and that will ‘undo’ it.

As an example, you’ve just typed 1st and followed it with
a space, punctuation or Enter, and Word changed it to 1st.
Press + and it switches straight back to 1st. (If
you typed another word or two before noticing that
automatic change, pressing + will remove the
later typing, but another press of                   should undo
the superscript and you can then retype those lost words.)

Ctrl Z

Ctrl Z

Ctrl Z
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You can undo 
an unwanted
change

Just press

An alternative is to highlight the characters Word has
just changed and type the correct characters in their
place. When you do this, Word will realise you’re doing
it intentionally and leave them alone.

+ Ctrl Z

+ Ctrl Z
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Prevent unwanted
changes

Choose
formatting
options

Change
capitalisation
settings

But perhaps what you’d really like to do is switch off some
of these automatic changes. If so, follow these steps:

1.  Click the File tab at the far-left of the Ribbon and
choose Options.

2.  At the left of the Options dialog, click on Proofing.

3.  On the right, near the top, click the AutoCorrect
Options button.

4.  In the AutoCorrect dialog that appears, start by
switching to the AutoFormat As You Type tab ,
pictured below. Here you’ll see checkboxes to control
the types of automatic change Word makes, and you
can remove the ticks from any you want to switch
off. For example, if you don’t like having email and
web addresses turned blue and underlined, remove
the tick beside Internet and network paths with
hyperlinks; if you don’t want Word to add an indent
when you start a paragraph with ‘1.’ or to continue
the numbering when you press Enter, remove the tick
beside Automatic numbered lists.

5.  Next, switch to the AutoCorrect tab , pictured on
the next page. In the upper half of the dialog you’ll
see options relating to some of the other examples I 

1

2

:

1
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Remove
unwanted word
replacements
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    gave earlier, such as capitalising the first letters of
sentences, and you can remove the ticks beside any
of these you want to switch off.

6.  The lower half of the dialog contains an alphabetical
list of the things you might type (such as (c) or teh
or adn) and what they should automatically be
replaced with (© or the or and). Have a look through
the items in this list and, if you find one that annoys
you, remove it: just click it in the list and click
Delete .

7.  Finally, click the OK button at the bottom of this
dialog, and the OK button at the bottom of the
Options dialog.

5

4
3

2

3

4

5
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Why is the Text Littered with Peculiar
Symbols?
You’re busily working in Word when you look up at your
text and discover that it suddenly looks like this:

There are dots, arrows, reversed-P symbols and other
additions that suggest something’s gone horribly wrong! If
you print your document on paper, these symbols aren’t
included, but where have they come from?

Luckily it’s not the disaster it seems. All you’ve done is to
turn on the display of formatting symbols. These symbols
show where you’ve used characters that create white space,
such as tab-stops, spaces and paragraph breaks. If you see
two dots side-by-side, for instance, you know you’ve typed
two spaces where you probably wanted just one –
something that would otherwise be difficult to spot.

There are two ways to
switch off this feature,
hiding all these proof-
ing symbols (and you
probably used one of
them to switch it on,
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Dots, arrows and
other oddities?

Word is showing
formatting
symbols

Quickly turn
them off
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Your typing 
has replaced
existing text

You’ve switched
to Overtype
mode

Press Insert to
switch it off

Make sure this
can’t happen
again!

albeit by accident). One is to click the ¶ button in the
‘Paragraph’ group of the Ribbon’s Home tab, indicated in
the screenshot above; the other is to press the key
combination + + .Ctrl 8Shift

Overtype Mode: Avoid Typing Over Text
You may not recognise its name, but I’m sure you‘ve
encountered Overtype mode. While you’re working on a
document, you click somewhere within a paragraph you
wrote earlier, aiming to insert a few words, and you start
typing. But when you look up, you find that the words
you’ve just added haven’t been inserted into the existing
text, they’ve been typed over it!

You’ve unknowingly switched to Overtype mode, and it’s
easily done. All you have to do is press the Insert key on
the keyboard, and you might catch this key accidentally
when aiming for the Delete, Home or End key.

Switching off Overtype mode when you discover your
mistake is just as easy: press the Insert key again. However,
that won’t bring back the text you’ve just typed over. With
Overtype mode now safely switched off, you have two
options:

•     Type the missing text into your document again (if you
can remember what it was).

•     Press + repeatedly to undo the new typing
and, in doing so, bring back what you lost. Having
done that, you’ll have to retype the text you wanted
to insert.

This accidental switch to Overtype mode is such a common
mistake that recent versions of Word offer an option to
prevent it, and it’s well worth making sure it’s switched on.
Here’s what to do:  

Ctrl Z
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1.  Click the File tab at the far-left of the Ribbon and
choose Options.

2.  At the left of the Options dialog, click on Advanced
.

3.  A little way down on the right you’ll find the two
options we’re interested in : Use the Insert key
to control overtype mode and Use overtype mode.
Remove the tick beside the first of these options. The
second shouldn’t be ticked, but if it is, remove that
tick too.

4.  Click OK and you’ll never find yourself switched to
Overtype mode again. Likewise you’ll never be able
to switch to it on purpose, because Word has now
disabled the Insert key, but I doubt there’s a Word
user on the planet who has switched to Overtype
mode intentionally!

1

2
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The Insert key
now does
nothing in
Word

Trouble selecting
characters with
the mouse?

Why Can’t I Select Just Part of a Word?
On occasions you may want to select just the first or last
few letters of a word (or to select several words, but starting
or ending partway through one of them). If you try to do this

:

1

2
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Rather than switching off this feature, an alternative is
to use the keyboard rather than the mouse in these
situations. Position the cursor immediately before the
characters you want to select, hold down the Shift key
and tap the right-arrow key as often as needed until all
the required characters are highlighted.
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Tell Word not 
to select whole
words

Two related
Ribbon problems

It takes up
screen space

by highlighting characters with the mouse, Microsoft Word
will often thwart you, selecting the whole word rather than
just the part you want.

As always, Word is trying to be helpful. It can’t believe
you’d want to select only a part of a word, so it does what
it thinks you really want. 

If you find this behaviour annoying, you can switch it off so
that Word will always allow you to select precisely what you
want. Follow steps 1 and 2 on the previous page, to make
your way to the Advanced page of the Options dialog. Near
the top of the page, remove the tick beside When selecting,
automatically select entire word and then click OK.

Hide the Ribbon – Or Get it Back if 
You’ve Lost It!
The Ribbon is the tabbed toolbar at the top of the Microsoft
Word window, and it’s fundamental to getting things done
in Word. Almost anything you want to do – apart from
simply typing – involves clicking items on this toolbar.
However, the Ribbon brings two related problems:

•     It occupies a fair amount of space in the window, and
on a small screen that can leave you with a rather-
cramped space for your document itself. The solution?
Hide the Ribbon when you’re not actively using it.
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You might hide
it accidentally

Hide or show the
Ribbon in Word
2016/2013…

….or in 
Word 2010

•     It can disappear, leaving just the rows of tabs visible
(File, Home, Insert and so on). If you click one of those
tabs, the Ribbon reappears, but as soon as you’ve
clicked a button on it, or continued typing, it vanishes
again. If you weren’t aware this could happen, it can
seem as though something disastrous has occurred. 

In Word 2016 or 2013, you can hide the Ribbon by clicking
the little chevron in its bottom-right corner, indicated above,
leaving it looking like the screenshot below. To show it
permanently once more, click any tab to make the Ribbon
reappear, and then click the little pin that appears in the
place of that chevron.

In Word 2010, click the chevron at the far-right of the Ribbon’s
row of tabs, indicated below. One click hides it, leaving just
its tabs visible, and the next click displays it again.

If you find those tiny chevrons and pins too fiddly to
deal with, there’s an alternative. Pressing the key
combination + in any version of Word hides
the Ribbon if it’s currently visible, or displays it again
if it’s hidden.

Ctrl F1
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